
Global Services
Advanced products and solutions in industrial air filtration

Environmental
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“If you always do what you’ve
always done you’ll always get

what you’ve always got”

Delivering excellence
through innovation
& technology
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For more than 90 years AAF International has been providing

filtration solutions for industrial processes around the globe.

Our reputation for providing quality products and innovative

solutions dates back to 1921 when a young paint shop

entrepreneur pioneered the removal of airborne contaminants

to improve the quality of automobile paint finishes.

Throughout our rich history AAF International has pioneered many of the
techniques used today to control airborne dust, fume and vapour. With an
extensive portfolio of products and solutions, individually tailored to meet the
application requirements of our customers, AAF International continue to
pioneer industrial air filtration. 

Since industry is perpetually advanced by new technology, AAF International
today continues to invest thousands of hours in the research and development
of new products to embrace the challenge provided by modern industrial
processes. Ensuring we deliver the most extensive, cost effective and energy
efficient product portfolio available in the market today. 

AAF Heritage

Continuing to pioneer
the future of air filtration
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At your service, worldwide
Local representation across five continents complemented by

global support allows AAF International, your global filtration

partner to be there when you need us most. 

At AAF International we value the importance of local

representation and our teams of highly trained engineers are

always available to provide customer support

and assistance when ever and where ever required.

With a network of global manufacturing facilities AAF International are able
to ensure consistent product quality from a local supplier to a world class
standard. Each AAF International manufacturing facility is ISO certified
ensuring consistent product quality, delivery and performance.

Our local engineering and product teams ensure a speedy response and
execution from project concept through to commissioning, takeover and
acceptance.

An aftersales service structured to suit your business ensures optimum
performance of any filtration system.

Your global filtration partner…
always there when you need us
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Global manufacturing
ensures consistent quality

service and delivery
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With an extensive list of references spanning more than 90 years

AAF International has tackled some of the most difficult applications

in almost every industrial sector. From wet, sticky, oil laden air to

hydroscopic and explosive dusts AAF International have products

and solutions to compliment your operation.

Better by design

Sticky, wet, oily, humid,
hydroscopic, explosive
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By listening and working with customers our teams of experienced engineers
are able to fully evaluate and design solutions to meet your exact environmental
requirements to ensure compliance with both local and international regulations
for indoor/outdoor air quality 

AAF International recognise that every industry and application is different and
by working in partnership with our customers AAF International is able to ensure
we offer the correct products and solutions to match your exact requirements. 

Utilisation of the latest engineering technologies 3D or computational fluid
modelling allow our engineering teams to ensure we maximise contaminant
capture whilst minimising system pressure losses and operational costs.

The health effects of air pollution have been the subject of intense studies in
recent years and the World Health Organisation advises that there is no safe
exposure level to particulate matter with the cost impact on industry growing in
relation to occupational asthma and other respiratory diseases.

By working with AAF International our customers have the confidence they are
putting their trust in a company with the necessary experience to solve the more
demanding problems giving you complete comfort that we are there to support
you every step of the way.

Custom designed to
optimise performance
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Manufacturing
AAF International customers demand quality and reliability.

Our global manufacturing capability ensures consistent

product quality, on time delivery within your budget.

AAF International are specialists in the fabrication of carbon

and exotic steel profiles and plate work ensuring we meet

our customer needs, quality and cost effectiveness.

Our manufacturing team has a wealth of experience in providing high quality
systems to the most demanding customers where quality and cleanliness are
of paramount importance. At AAF International we pride ourselves on our
ability to satisfy any customers needs regarding wet paint applications,
with a wealth of knowledge in paint process and coatings.

Our teams of highly skilled mechanical and electrical fitters provide a
complete service enabling our customers to take advantage of our full
manufacturing process from raw materials, paint preparation, welding,
assembly, surface cleaning and protection wherever you are in the world.

Carbon and specialist
steel fabrication, painting
and assembly
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Installation
AAF International understand that safety, co-ordination, planning and communication

are essential elements to the successful installation of any project.

Safety is a key deliverable on any project and AAF International only utilises skilled

and trained installation teams.

AAF International will co-ordinate deliveries to ensure equipment is
available to meet installation plans preventing double handling and
delays to programme. All installations are controlled and managed by
trained supervisors in accordance with local best practice but to a
minimum global safety standard. Utilising fully certified lifting, slinging
and erection equipment.

A full range of services can be produced from civil and mechanical
installation of plant to electrical instrumentation, pneumatic and
hydraulic. Interfacing with new and old equipment to your
requirements.

Commissioning services are essential to breathe life into
any plant and AAF International are able to offer the services
of electromechanical, process and software engineers to commission
small filters to turnkey solutions. Also our troubleshooting service allows
us to optimise the performance of any existing filtration system
reducing the overall cost of ownership.

Civil, mechanical, electrical and
pneumatic installation teams

Understanding the importance
of safety and planning
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Total Plant Performance
Improving Health, Energy & Efficiency by reducing the total cost of plant ownership

AAF International understands that a fully integrated solution developed in partnership with our

customers can significantly reduce operational cost whilst improving plant hygiene, workforce

efficiency and ensuring an environmentally compliant work place.

Our policy of focusing on energy efficiency, conservation and total cost of
ownership allows us to ensure that we are able to offer products and
solutions to reduce your overall carbon footprint. 

Through site surveys of new and existing equipment that extend beyond the
physical condition of your equipment we are able to provide in-depth analysis
of the performance of any filtration system offering improvements and
enhancements to equipment performance.

AAF International reviews every application to minimise the overall lifecycle
cost of the complete filtration system. This offers a significant benefit to our
customers by reducing their total cost of plant ownership.

More than just a filtration company
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... the evolution of Target Zero
By adopting a focused approach to develop integrated solutions AAF International

consider the areas which matter most to our customers. Our objective being to deliver

TARGET ZERO solutions:-

Target Reducing Cost -
solutions focused on a return of
investment and total plant ownership.

Target Reducing Emissions -
legislative compliance linked to
product longevity

Target Reducing Maintenance -
pro-active maintenance programmes
and down time reduction

Target Reducing Zero Power -
enhanced performance to reduce
your carbon footprint. 

Target Reducing Zero Workplace Exposure -
improved hygiene for reduced cleaning, workplace
comfort and legislative compliance.

Target Reducing Zero Waste -
maximising product recovery to
minimise waste. 

Target Reducing Zero Cross Contamination -
product capture at source
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With more than 90 years experience, AAF International understands that it is critical to ensure

that any filtration product is suitable for the application. Consequently AAF International

maintains an extensive product portfolio to ensure only the correct product is selected

depending upon the specific application requirements.

Product Portfolio

Optimise performance
and reduce operational costs
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Wet Collectors
AAF International pioneered the development of wet collectors

and devices designed to remove particulate matter from the air

by passing through a liquid medium. The AAF International

RotoClone and KinPactor ranges allowing dust and fume to be

collected in hot, humid and sticky environments. 

Type N RotoClone®

The Type N RotoClone cleans the air by the combined
action of centrifugal force and a thorough intermixing of
water and dust-laden air. It has no moving parts,
pumps, or other auxiliary equipment. It requires
minimum space and is easy to install.

Type N RotoClone® Model LV

The Type N RotoClone Model LV dust collector is
specifically designed for the ventilation and pollution
control of dust emitting machines that require air
volumes under 3400m3/h CFM. The Model LV
collector can be close coupled to the dust sources
or remotely located with connecting ductwork.

KinPactor®

The KinPactor scrubber uses a venturi-type orifice
utilising the principle of impaction for intermixing of
dust particles and water. intermixing is accomplished
by rapid contraction and expansion of the airstream
and a high degree of turbulence. The KinPactor is
used wherever high pressure drop venturis are
necessary to collect submicron particulate or
exceptionally high efficiency is required.

Type W RotoClone®

The Type W RotoCloneis designed to combine the
scrubbing effect of water with the principle of dynamic
precipitation. This highly effective wet-type collector
discharges collected materials as a slurry.

The Type W collector is effective in applications such
as chemical processing, mining, coal processing,
food, and pharmaceutical dust capture.
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Fabric & Cartridge Collectors
A complete range of high efficiency fabric and pleated media collectors complemented by our

range of specialised filtration elements focus on high efficiency, lower pressure and longer life.

Utilising high efficiency reverse cleaning technology the AAF International FabriPulse, OptiFlo

and ArrestAll ranges ensure optimum cleaning and utilisation of the filtration media for lower

emissions and longer life.

High efficiency,
lower pressure
and longer life
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Design L & M FabriPulse®

The Design M FabriPulse pulse-jet fabric dust collector are
designed to fill the need of those industrial dust collection
applications that require small, compact filter sizes and low
air volumes.

OptiFlo®

The OptiFlo cartridge collector is a completely modular
design that allows an unlimited range of sizes. Modules
can be interconnected to accommodate the largest air
cleaning task. The compact modules conserve valuable
space and have the lowest flange-to-flange pressure
drop, allowing up to 10% greater airflow with lower fan
power requirements than competitive models.

The internal construction of the OptiFlo prevents direct
impingement of entering particulate on the cartridges,
minimising abrasion and dust build up. The top entry,
"downflow" design eliminates "can velocity" concerns.
A wide selection of cartridge types, options, and
accessories enable the collector to be tailored to suit
specific application requirements.

OptiFlo Dustcatcher®

The DustCatcher is a compact, self-contained cartridge
collector designed for lower air volume applications. The
cartridges are automatically cleaned by reverse pulsing.

ArrestAll® AR Series

The AAF ArrestAll self-contained dust collector is a
shaker-type fabric collector which offers a cost
effective, compact solution to dust control problems.

FabriPulse® XLC

A word class filter for high efficiency cleaning of industrial
process gases. Using highly effective off-line cleaning by
pulse jet compressed air, the unit is suited for hot gas
operations such as furnace fumes, kiln exhausts and
incineration flue gases. 
The FabriPulse XLC is especially suited to continuous
operations where its on-line maintenance feature offers
exceptional up-time benefits. Any range of Flow rate can
be handled with units individually designed to suit exact
customer requirements.

FabriPulse® Fusion

These combine the most outstanding features of typical
baghouses with AAF product development ideas to meet
the demands for higher quality air in the 21st century. The
modular in design, and the modules is available in different
heights to accommodate a range of fabric bag lengths, as
well as pleated bags. Since each unit is constructed from
modules, there is almost no limit to the size of the collector.
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Specialist Filters and Heat Recovery

DynaPure®

The DynaPure mist collector is a self-contained
filtration system for source control of mist created by
wet machining, spraying, and lubrication systems. It
is a unique, simple method for the elimination of mist
problems. A rotating drum collects and
agglomerates the mist particles – even submicron
particles – in its filtering element. Centrifugal force
then drives these particles from the airstream

Heat & Energy Recovery
Air to air and air to water heat exchangers designed
to maximise energy recovery. AAF International
understand the continuing requirement to reduce
energy consumption. Our heat exchangers allow
AAF International to harvest heat through thermal
transfer recovering valuable energy for utilisation
elsewhere in you process reducing  operational
costs. 

High Efficiency Filters and Housings
A wide variety of housings and systems for removal of
airborne particulate, odour and gases from any airstream.
Each housing is designed to be used in conjunction with AAF
International's extensive range of pleated and extended
surface filtration products purpose designed to meet
specified filtration efficiency and gaseous contaminant
removal

Gas Phase
The SAAF range of chemical media and catalysts
provide high efficiency filtration for the effective
removal of gases and odours encountered in
commercial and industrial 

Cyclones

AAF Cyclones have integral fans located on the clean air side
for safety and ease of maintenance. High inlet velocity and a
long tapered cone design provide excellent performance for
removal of airborne dusts generated in woodworking, plastic
cutting, grinding, and polishing operations. Models are
available from 1350m3/h - 20400m3/h.
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AAF International understands that the failure of relatively

minor components can sometimes contribute to an

unplanned shutdown incurring potential loss in revenue. 

All filtration equipment components have a finite life and

AAF International has focused upon delivering reliable

products which extend component life, protecting your

investment and ensuring maximum performance and

availability. 

Failure of even minor components can
sometimes have a dramatic impact on the
profitability of any operation and component
reliability and availability are essential.

By gaining an understanding of our
customers process through experience we
can identify critical components within any
new or existing system to ensure that only
the critical elements are stocked or held as
consumable components as and when
required by you.

Replacement parts for reliability & life

Process knowledge is key to
component reliability and

extended product life.
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From total plant ownership to annual check up's

AAF International can develop a customised

service programme tailored to suit your exact

requirements. 

By understanding your past and current plant

performance as well as ambitions for future

improvement, AAF International can take

complete ownership of your filtration systems

to ensure optimum performance and availability.

A service programme to suit you

Even following initial installation, new equipment can quickly
deteriorate if correct maintenance procedures are not
adopted and by working with AAF International we can
develop a pro-active maintenance programme to ensure that
your filtration system is available when you need it most. 

From the supply of simple components to
the installation and disposal of spent materials
AAF have a service programme to match your
requirements.

Our service teams of trained engineers are
able to service any extraction system,
offering advice, guidance and improvements
to reduce your overall cost of ownership.
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AAF International is an Investor in People
and their well trained, professional staff
ensure the best training and support is
given at all times.
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© AAF Power & Industrial 2014

The information in this document is the property of AAF Ltd and may not be copied or communicated to a third party, or used for any purpose
other than that for which it is supplied, without the express written consent of AAF Ltd.

While this information is given in good faith, based on the latest information available to AAF Ltd, no warranty or representation is given
concerning such information, which must not be taken as establishing any contractual or other commitment binding upon AAF Ltd or any
of its subsidiary or associated companies.

B E T T E R A I R I S O U R B U S I N E S S ®

www.aaf-environmental.com

FM 01873-ISO 9001EMS 548984

Sales Offices:

EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA

AAF Ltd
Bassington Lane, Cramlington
Northumberland, NE23 8AF
UK
Tel: +44 1670 713 477
Email: apc@aafgb.com

AAF, S.A.
C/ Urartea, 11
Polígono Ali-Gobeo
01010 Vitoria
Spain
Tel: +34 945 214851
Email: info@aaf.es

AAF France
Rue William Dian
B. P. 3
27620 Gasny
France
Tel: +33 2 32 53 60 70
Email: apc@aaf-sa.fr

AAF Srl
Via Lario, 1
22070 – Fenegrò (CO)
Italy
Tel: +39 031 35 25 311
Email: informazioni@aaf-europe.com

AAF Luftreinigungssysteme GesmbH
Campus 21
Europaring F12 401
2345 Brunn am Gebirge
Austria
Tel: +43 (0) 2236 677 628 0
Email: Info.Austria@aafeurope.com

AAF International B.V.
Sales Benelux
P.O.Box 101
7800 AC  EMMEN
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 (0)591 66 4466 
Email: aaf.verkoop@aafeurope.com

AAF - Lufttechnik GmbH 
Centroalle 263 b
D 46047
Oberhausen
Germany
Tel: +49 208 828423 0
Email: sales.germany@aafeurope.com

AAF - Environmental Control Epe
1, Ifaistou & Kikladon
15354- Glika Nera
Greece 
Tel: +30 2106632015
Email: Greece@aafeurope.com

AAF Hava Filtreleri ve Ticaret AS
Hürriyet Mahallesi
Yakac1k D-100 Kuzey Yan Yol No: 49/1-2 
34876 Kartal, Istanbul 
Turkey
Tel: +90 216 4495164/65
Email: ali.alp@aafeurope.com

AAF International - Middle East
FZS1BC01-BC04, Jebel Ali Dubai,
UAE
Tel: 009714 8894886
Email: info@aaf-ae.com

AAF Saudi Arabia Ltd.
P.O. Box 59336 Riyadh 11525
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 1 265 0883
Email: info@aaf-ae.com

ASIA
American Air Filter Manufacturing Sdn Bhd
(Asia Regional Office)
Lot 6, Jalan Pengapit 15/19 
Seksyen 15 40000 Shah Alam
Selangor Darul Ehsan
Malaysia 
Tel: (60) 3 5039 7777  +603 5039 7732 
Email: pni_inquiry@aafmal.com 

AAF (Wuhan) Co. Ltd., (China HQ)
268 CheCheng Road
Wuhan Economic & Technological 
Development Zone
Wuhan, Hubei Province PR
China 430056
Tel: +86 27 8447 3671 +86 27 8447 3672
Email: enquiry@aafwuhan.cn

AAF International (Thailand) Co., Ltd. 
100 Moo 4 Soi Namdang- Bangplee 44
Bangkaew Bangplee, Samutprakarn 10540
Thailand 
Tel: +66 2738 7788
Email: aafthailand@aafthailand.com 

Daikin Australia Pty Ltd
(AAF Australia & New Zealand Sales Office) 
15 Nyadale Road Scoresby Victoria 3179
Australia 
Tel: +61 (0)3 9237 5562
Email: aafapcsales@daikin.com.au 

NORTH & SOUTH AMERICA

AAF International
9920 Corporate Campus Drive, Suite 2200
Louisville, KY  40223-5000 
USA
Tel: 1 502 637 0011
Toll Free: 1 800 477 1214
Email: apcsales@aafintl.com

AAF, S de RL de CV
Av. Primero de Mayo No. 85,
Col. San Andrés Atenco,
C.P. 54040 Tlalnepantla Edo. De México
Mexico
Tel: +52 55 5565 5200
Email: rcruz@aafintl.com

American Air Filter Brasil Ltda.
Rua Cubatão, numero 86, sala 801.
Vila Mariana – São Paulo – SP 04013-000
Brazil
Tel: +55 11 5567 3028
Email: epires@aafintl.com
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